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Abstract: This paper focuses on the characterization of the tabletting process and analysis one of the most 

common pharmaceutical excipients MCC Avicel PH102 by Heckel, Kawakita, Cooper-Eaton and Adams 

compaction equations. Experimental material was determined by measuring its parameters as particle size 

distribution, angle of wall friction and flow properties and for more detailed characteristics of the material 

particles, microscopy images of the powder before and after compressing were created. 
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1 Introduction 

Tablets are among the most commonly used dosage forms. They are solid, mechanically 

strong drugs of different sizes and shapes. Production of tablets begins with the preparation of 

a mixture for tablets. Mixture is prepared either by simply mixing the drug and the excipients 

in a given ratio or by mixing the granulate with excipients. The most common excipients used 

for tabletting include microcrystalline cellulose (MCC). A very often used type is MCC 

Avicel PH102, which has the appropriate dosing and compressibility. Excipients can be 

classified by using compaction equations. Commonly used equations describe the volume 

compression reduction of the material under applied compacting pressure. The parameters 

calculated from equations reflect the character of the pressed material. These data allow 

comparing different materials for their suitability for tabletting. 

2 Descriptions of powder compaction  

The process of powder compression into a tablet can be generally divided into four 

predominant stages [18]. Although they are defined as sequential, they can in reality occur 

simultaneously. These stages are; rearrangement of particles, plastic deformation and (or) 

fragmentation and elastic deformation and elastic shape recovery following unloading 

 (Fig. 1). 

After filling the powder into the die cavity, the consecutive action of the punch causes 

rearrangement of the particles. Soon thereafter, the system reaches a state where its capacity 

to rearrange is exhausted as the particles are constrained or locked into position by more 

structurally stable contact with their neighbors. This junction can be referred to as a 

constrained state. During this initial stage a degree of fragmentation can occur. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the powder compression cycle 

 

Upon reaching the constrained state, any further reduction in the porosity of the powder 

bed can only occur as a result of a mechanical change in the structure of each of its 

composing particles. Such a change must take place in response to the increasing pressure on 

the powder. For simplicity two main ways of absorbing external loads can be considered; 

deformation and fragmentation of the particles. If the particles are plastic or elastic in nature 

they will deform to absorb the increasing applied load. If a particle is brittle in nature, it will 

break into smaller pieces which then fill up the pores. Assuming the applied force is large 

enough, the particles can undergo one or all of these structural changes. It is during this 

transitional phase that bonding between the contacting surfaces of the powder particles 

occurs, either as in the case of deformation, by an increased area of contact between the 

particles, or by an increase in the number of bonding sites, as in the case of breakage. 

Finally, at maximum applied pressure, when the porosity is reduced to 5 - 10 %, i.e. when 

almost all pores are eliminated, the powder will no longer be an autonomous system of 

particles, but rather a single solid unit. Further compression past this point will invariably be 

controlled by the elastic deformation of this solid unit, as there is no other possibility for 

permanent structural change. Consequently, when the pressure is removed, the tablet begins to 

relax into its final dimensions. 

The terms compressibility and compatibility are often used to describe a powder (Fig. 2). A 

very compressible powder is one that significantly densifies upon compression. Powders with 

very small particle size are normally very compressible. However, this does not mean that 

they are able to form tablets. The compactibility of a powder determines whether or not it can 

form a tablet. 
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Fig. 2 Examples of compressibility and compactibility 

 

3 Compaction equations 

Compacting powders into a tablet form is a process of reducing porosity and of forming 

materials into a solid compact. The structure of powders changes during compression and 

densification takes place mainly due to the rearrangements of particles, their fragmentation 

and plastic deformation. The compression of powders into a tablet form is a complex and 

irreversible dynamic process. Several relationships between stress-strain, pressure-volume, 

pressure-porosity or pressure-density have been proposed to define the compaction behavior 

of powders, since natural strain is proportional to changes in powder-bed height or volume 

under applied pressure. Compaction equations put into relation the state of compaction 

parameters such as porosity, volume or density with respect to the applied pressure. In the 

interpretation of the data of compaction it is important to know what compaction mechanisms 

operate at different levels of pressure.    

3.1 Heckel equation 

The Heckel equation [9, 24, 25] is one of the most common equations describing the 

mechanism of reducing volume during compaction. It is based on the assumption that powder 

compression follows first-order kinetics with interparticulate voids as the reactant and the 

densification of the powder as the product. Then the degree of compaction with increasing 

compressing pressure is proportional to the porosity thusly: 

   

  
    (1) 
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where  
 
 is relative density at applied pressure   and   is porosity. Relative density is defined 

as the ratio between the density of the compact at pressure   and the true density of the solid 

particles. Porosity is given by:  

  
       

  
      (2) 

where    is the volume of the powder at pressure   and    is the volume of the solid particles. 

Then the equation (1) can be expressed as:    

   

  
         (3) 

and by solving the differential equation (3):  

   
 

      
       (4) 

Plotting the value of          
 
   against applied pressure   leads to the plot with a linear 

section (Phase 2 - Plastic deformation) with a slope   and intercept   (Fig. 3). The reciprocal 

of the parameter   expresses the constant dependence on the material known as yield pressure 

  , which is inversely related to the ability of the material to deform plastically under 

pressure. Thus, the lower values    indicate the onset of plastic deformation at lower 

pressures. Intercept   expresses the parameter dependent on the original compact volume 

during die filling and the initial particle rearrangement. The Heckel plot has three stages of 

densification described in Fig. 3.  

 
Fig. 3 A typical Heckel plot 

 

3.2 Kawakita equation  

The Kawakita equation [9, 24] was developed to study powder densification using the 

degree of reduction in volume   expressed as:  

  
       

  
 

   

      
 (5) 
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equation (5) can be rearranged to give:  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  
 (6) 

where    is the initial volume of the powder and    is the volume under compression. 

Constants   and   are obtained from the slope and intercept of the     versus   plot (Fig. 4). 

The constant   expresses the minimum porosity of the powder before compressing and the 

value of       indicates the initial relative density  
 
 [14]. The constant  , also known as 

the coefficient of compression, is related to the plastic material properties. Its reciprocal 

expresses the pressure parameter   , which is the pressure required to reduce the volume of 

the powder by 50 %. For plastic materials, the value of    is inversely proportional to the 

degree of plastic deformation during the compaction process, therefore lower values of    

indicate a higher degree of plastic deformation.    

 
Fig. 4 A typical Kawakita plot 

3.3 Cooper-Eaton equation 

The Cooper-Eaton equation [24] assumes that the compression of powders follows a two-

step process. The first step is the rearrangement of particles so that the particles fill those 

voids that are larger than or the same size as that of the particles. In the second stage there 

occurs deformation (elastic, plastic, fragmentation), whereby the voids that are smaller than 

that the particles are filled due to applied pressure. The Cooper-Eaton equation is expressed in 

the form:   

 

  
 

 

  

 

   

  
        

  

 
         

  

 
  (7) 

where  
 
 is the initial relative density of the powder (ratio between initial density of the 

powder and density of the solid particles),  
 
 is the relative density at pressure  , constants 

  ,    indicate the proportion of the total compaction achieved by filling those voids that are 

larger or the same size (  ) and smaller (  ) than the actual particles. Constants    and    

describe the pressures at which this two-stage densification is thought to occur. Graphical 

evaluation is the relationship between the applied pressure and fractional volume compression 
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(   ), which is expressed by the left side of the equation (7). All of the constants can be 

determined by a non-linear plot (Fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 5 A typical Cooper - Eaton plot 

 

3.4 Adams equation 

The Adams equation [3] was derived to estimate the fracture strength of single granules 

from in-die compression data. It assumes the bed of granules in the die as a series of parallel 

load-bearing columns. The equation derived was expressed as:  

      
  

 
                   (8) 

where   is the applied pressure and    is the natural strain which is given by: 

      
  

  
  (9) 

and    and    are the initial and current height of the powder bed, respectively. Parameter    

shows single granule strength (also known as the Adams parameter) and parameter   is the 

friction coefficient. At higher values of natural strain, the last term of the equation (8) 

becomes negligible and can be omitted. The intercept and slope of this linear part of the 

profile were used to calculate the compression parameter    (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6 A typical Adams plot 

 

4 Material and methods  

The compression behaviors of MCC Avicel PH102 were studied in the experiments 

described in this paper. This material was chosen for its widespread use as an excipient in 

tabletting. This is due to its very good flowability, compressibility and compatibility.  

Table 1 summarizes the experimentally obtained parameters of the pharmaceutical powder 

MCC Avicel PH102. The median particle size      and dimensions      and      were 

determined using a laser analyzer in order to define the particle size distribution of the 

powder. In Fig. 13 is a graphical output of the shear test, which provided the powder flow 

parameters and in Fig. 14 is a plot of normal stress versus shear stress during the wall friction 

test, from which the wall friction angle is obtained.  

        

Tab. 1 Parameters of the pharmaceutical powder MCC Avicel PH102 

Parameter Symbol Unit Value  

Particle size distribution   

     (µm) 35 

     (µm) 116 

     (µm) 247 

Bulk density  
 

 (kg/m
3
) 300 

Particle density  
 
 (kg/m

3
) 1590 

Cohesion     (kPa) 1,35 

Major principal stress     (kPa) 15,4 

Unconfined yield strength    (kPa) 4,08 

Flow factor (flowability)    (1) 3,79 

Angle of internal friction (linearized)   
   

 ( °) 22,9 

Angle of internal friction (effective)   
 
 ( °) 30,7 

Angle of internal friction (steady-state)   
  

 ( °) 29,4 

Wall friction angle   
 
 ( °) 14,6 

Roughness (wall friction test)      (µm) 0,28 
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4.1 Particle size distribution 

The particle size distribution of the pharmaceutical powder used in this paper is given in 

Tab. 1. It was measured using the Malver Mastersizer 3000 particle size analyzer. The 

Mastersizer uses the technique of laser diffraction to measure the size of particles. It does this 

by measuring the intensity of light scattered as a laser beam passes through a dispersed 

particulate sample. This data is then analyzed to calculate the size of the particles that created 

the scattering pattern. In Fig. 7 is the particle size distribution as a function of volume density 

in the sample.    

 
Fig. 7 Particle size distribution of MCC Avicel PH 102  

measured by Malvern Mastersizer 3000 

 

4.2 Particle shape and surface structure 

The behaviour of the powdered material affects not only the particle size distribution, but 

also the particles’ shape and surface structure. To observe the structure of the powder was 

used scanning electron microscopy (Joel
R
). This microscope uses a beam of accelerated 

electrons radiated on the powder sample, which was prepared by applying a layer of 

conductive powder (platinum). Secondary reflected electrons from the sample surface are 

captured by detection equipment and further adjusted to the form of digital images. In Fig. 8 

is the image of the bulk powder MCC Avicel PH102 at 200 times magnification. In order to 

compare changes in the structure of the powder after compaction, in Fig. 9 is the image of the 

broken tablet compressed at a pressure of 160 MPa and 200 times magnification. It is obvious 

that the powder achieved a significant reduction in porosity and that the particles were 

plastically deformed, while the number of inter-particle contacts and bonds increased. Thus 

tablet thus achieved significant strength and became a compact unit.         
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Fig. 8 Electron microscopy image of the bulk powder MCC Avicel PH 102 

 

 

Fig. 9 Electron microscopy image of the crushed tablet from MCC Avicel PH 102  

 

4.3 Shear cell test and wall friction test 

Determination of the excipient’s flow properties was performed using an FT 4 Powder 

Rheometer. The shear test measures the shear stress needed to cause failure of the powder, i.e. 

the powder particles start to move relative to one another as a function of the applied normal 

stress. After filling in the test vessel the powder is pre-consolidated by a vented piston           
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at 3 kPa. Subsequently measuring the shear stress for five levels of normal stress; 3, 4, 5, 6 

and 7 kPa was carried out by a Shear cell (Fig. 11). In that way, five data points are obtained 

which can be plotted in a two dimensional coordinate system as normal stress   and 

corresponding shear stress  . The line passing through these five points is called the yield 

locus (Fig. 10) and is the basis of the parameters obtained during the shear test. The principle 

of the measurements described above is based on Jenike´s assumptions regarding the flow 

measurements of bulk solids. Therefore, the obtained data is analyzed and interpreted in the 

same way as data from a Jenike shear tester [11, 25, 32]. 

Among the parameters obtained from the plot   versus   include major principal stress   , 

which is the largest of all normal stresses acting during steady-state flow in all possible 

cutting planes of the specimen. Another parameter is the unconfined yield strength   , which 

expresses the stress causing the consolidated bulk solid specimen to move. Flow properties 

can be qualified by flow factor   , which is defined as:   

   
  

  
 (10) 

A powder with a higher   , under the same   , exhibits better flow properties. Powders with 

     are non-flowing, while powders with       are free-flowing [11, 22, 25]. Further 

parameters describing the flow properties and their measured values for the MCC Avicel 

PH102 are in Tab. 1.       

 
Fig. 10 An illustration of different flow parameters obtained from the shear cell test 

 

The wall friction test provides a measurement of the sliding resistance between the powder 

and the surface of the process equipment. The wall friction test is similar to the shear test. The 

output of the wall friction test is the kinematic angle of wall friction   . This parameter 

quantifies the effort required to move a bulk solid across the surface of a specific wall 

material. Measurement is carried out by a wall friction head (Fig. 12), which loads the surface 

of powdered material filled in the test vessel to normal stress   . The wall friction head starts 

to rotate slowly, thus the shear stress    appears and a shear plane is formed between the wall 

friction head and the powder surface. The measurement is performed for different normal 

stresses and their corresponding shear stresses, and then the angle of wall friction is 

determined as:             
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  (11) 

The measured value of the angle of wall friction and the roughness of the material for which 

the angle was measured is shown in Tab. 1. 

  

 

  
a) b)  a) b) 

Fig. 11 Shear cell test 

a) shear cell head,  

b) principle of shear cell test 

 Fig. 12 Wall friction test 

a) wall friction head,  

b) principle of wall friction test 

 

 

Fig. 13 Graphical results of the Shear test (FT4 Powder Rheometer) 
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Fig. 14 Graphical result of the Wall friction test (FT4 Powder Rheometer)  

 

4.4 Experimental measurements 

The measurement is performed on a KISTLER electromechanical press (Fig. 15a). The 

press contains a force sensor and a sensor of punch position. The maximum press force is 

60 kN and the range of displacement of the punch is 200 mm. Compression of the powder 

was carried out on a die tool (Fig. 15b). It consists of a steel die and a punch with a diameter 

of 20 mm.         

 
                                              a)                                                    b) 

Fig. 15. Experimental station 

a) electomechanical press KISTLER, b) tabletting die: 1 - compressing punch,  

2 - die, 3 - compressing powder, 4 - base of the tabletting die    
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5  Results and discussion 

5.1 Compaction equations parameters   

Experimental measurements were carried out at a constant compression speed of 100 mm/s 

and the pressing force was 50 kN which, after calculation with respect to the surface of the 

compressing punch, represent a pressure of 159.16 MPa. Parameters of compaction such as 

relative density and powder volume were determined by the measured values of the punch 

position. Consequently, plots of each compaction equation were made and the parameters of 

the equations were determined by regression analysis.  

In the case of linear regression analyzes regression areas were chosen in order to fit the 

condition of          with the relevant area bounded by vertical lines in the graphs. The 

regression equations with the individual parameters are shown in Tab. 2.     

 

Fig. 16 Heckel plot of the MCC Avicel PH 102 

 

 
Fig. 17 Kawakita plot of the MCC Avicel PH 102 
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Fig. 18 Cooper-Eaton plot of the MCC Avicel PH 102 

 

 
Fig. 19 Adams plot of the MCC Avicel PH 102 

 Based on the graphical results it can be stated that all compaction equations can be used if 

required for the particular compaction parameters for the MCC Avicel PH102 pharmaceutical 

material.  

On the basis of graphical evaluation it can be concluded that all the compaction equations 

are suitable for describing the process of compressing powdered material on the MCC Avicel 

PH 102. In the case of the Heckel and Kawakita plots, there is a significant linear correlation 

describing the main mechanism of the compaction through plastic deformation of the powder 

particles. The Heckel plot shows that the curve begins to adopt a tendency corresponding to 

the elastic deformation of the solid compact and therefore further compression does not affect 

the plastic deformation of the particles and also does not affect the formation of new bonds 

between the particles. The Kawakita equation with a very good accuracy gives the initial 

relative density  
 
 and indicates that a volume reduction of 50 % was achieved at a relatively 
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low compression pressure, which is primary caused by rearrangement and by filling the voids 

of the particles. A more detailed description of the mechanisms of densification is provided by 

the Cooper-Eaton plot. It reflects that plastic deformation occurring at low applied pressures 

has a greater impact on the overall compaction. Fragmentation occurred to a very small 

degree, because MCC Avicel PH102 contains elastic particles and thus there was no 

overlapping of the three mechanisms of compaction, which caused a significant transition 

between these mechanisms.  

The Adams equation is primarily intended to indicate the stress needed to crack granules 

during tablet compression. The Adams parameter    expresses the initial stage of plastic 

particle deformation in terms of failure stress and is thus related to the single pellet yield 

pressure. It can be concluded that the Adams parameter    in a similar way as the Kawakita 

   parameter represents useful approximations of the plasticity of the powder particles. 

However, in the case of powders it is preferable to use the Kawakita equation and in case of 

larger agglomerates or granules to use the Adams equation, where the    parameter has a 

more physical meaning.   

   
Tab. 2 Compaction equations parameters with linear regression analyzes 

Compaction equation Parameter Value Coefficient of deter. R
2
 

Heckel     78,31 MPa 0,99926 

Kawakita    12,67 MPa 0,99983 

Cooper-Eaton  

   0,392  

0,99921 
   2,096 MPa 

   0,599 

   17,419 MPa 

Adams    6,919 MPa 0,99918 

All compaction equations parameters are published in [10]. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper was focused on the analysis of the compressibility of one of the most widely 

used excipients in the technology of pharmaceutical tablet manufacturing. Compressibility 

was assessed on the basis of generally accepted, and in the practical experience most 

commonly used, compaction equations. The results show that MCC Avicel PH102 can be 

analyzed by all the above compaction equations, thus their graphical representations show an 

appropriate curve to create regression analysis, on the basis of which it is possible to 

determine the required parameters. The powder already has a considerable plastic behaviour 

at low porosity reduction, which represents a significant linear area in compaction equations 

plots. Only the Adams equation’s use seems questionable, whose main parameter shows the 

strength of the agglomerate expressed from the die compaction test. Its uses should have more 

physical meaning in the case of granules or larger agglomerates.  

Properties of the experimental material were obtained by different measurement methods 

on state of art equipment. Knowledge of these characteristics greatly facilitates a prediction of 

the behaviour of the powder during its processing in the various technologies and are used as 

input data for calculations and computer simulations.    
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